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Benefits For You

techSHIP
Take the Hassle Out 
of Small Parcel and LTL 
Shipping

techSHIP is a multi-carrier 
shipping solution that automates 
and takes the hassle out of small 
parcel and LTL shipping. Easily 
get more volume out the door 
correctly - without additional 
labor - and make money on your 
shipping, too.

Good-bye, manual processes.

Ask us for proof – we’d be happy 
to provide it.

“From order sourced to shipped 
product, we went from 1 minute 46 
seconds down to 14 seconds with 
techSHIP.”

Adam, GIANT TIGER 

Up to 75% Labor Reduction.

Up to 43% Savings in Shipping Costs.

Up to 256% Increase in Shipments Per Hour.

Handle three times the volume with the 
same number of pack stations.

Easy to use. Easy to train on. Can train a 
team in under 30 min. 

Make more money shipping than with your 
Warehouse Pick Fees

A depth of integration  
you didn’t know was possible.

More than just your WMS. Integrate with robots, 
conveyors, label scanners, bagging machines, scales, 
dimensioning systems...anything you need integrated 
to achieve labor savings and faster order processing.

Flexibility to create your own OMR using advanced logic 
without hard coding. Easily create “if- then” rules that 
are automatically applied to the shipment. For example,

techSHIP integrates directly with your WMS to automate 
the entire shipping process. techSHIP will automatically 
pull all required data from the WMS when a label is 
generated to eliminate manual data entry and enable 
you to handle more volume with the same number of 
people.

This data includes order detail, weight & dimensions, 
customs details, dangerous goods, etc.

Anyone can print a label, but with techSHIP, everything 
is automatically created, from Commercial Invoices to 
Dangerous Goods documentation, to electronic/ paper 
courier manifests, to Section 321 ACE  Manifest for 
shipping into the USA and much more. Automatically 
get the documentation you need when you need it.

Achieve the ultimate of being 
fully integrated

Advanced Order Management 
Rules (OMR)

Handle more volume with no 
additional labor

More than just labels. Get all 
documentation you need with 
every carrier.

Feature Overview 

*refer to Page 6, a depth of integration

Worried you might 
have to change your 
process? Don’t.

Each business picks and processes 
differently. We get it. As a worldwide 
product, techSHIP is tailored to your 
processes.

Ability to mark-up carrier rates ($ 
added to your pocket)

The most customizable system

Unlimited accounts and users with 
no additional charges

Scalable solution to grow with your 
company

Order cartonization to auto-select 
boxes and auto-pack your orders

Write your own order management 
rules (OMR) *

techTRACK
One More Reason 
Why Your Customers 
Will Stay With You

Full visibility of 
shipment statuses for 
your warehouse and 
customers.

Plus, real time and 
historical shipping 
analytics to use to your 
advantage.

Feature Overview 

View real-time shipment statuses 
from one dashboard so your 
customers can quickly get the 
information they need

Shipment data automatically flows 
to one single tracking portal so it’s 
easy for your customers to use

Run reports based on customer, 
 carrier, country, and date range so 
you can quickly identify which 
carriers aren’t up to snuff– and 
which ones are

Integrated with techSHIP, any 
customer system, or file-format, so 
your customers get the visibility 
they want

For bigger customers that have 
their own systems, they can extract 
the information they want and post 
into their system so you can always 
keep them happy

Identify late/on-time deliveries, late/
on-time induction, and shipping 
trends by date so you can see 
which carriers are outperforming 
the others and negotiate better 
rates with the best carriers

View shipment events across all 
customers, including POD images 
and attempted delivery, so you 
can see where balls were dropped 
along the shipment process and 
who dropped them

A win for your warehouse 

meet your 
customers’ 
visibility 
demands

know where 
problems 
occurred in 
the shipment 
process

negotiate 
better carrier 
rates

10x shipping 
with the same 
number of 
people

fully integrates 
with any 
system on 
planet earth

next 
generation 
rate shopping 
capabilities



Add any carrier you want, anytime.
We’ll add any and all carriers you want at the time of 
your set up and any time later.

reduce 
accounting 
time by 50% 
or more

identify invoice 
differences at 
the speed of 
sound

kick your 
shipping up 
a notch–or 
two

Feature Overview 

Quickly identify reoccurring 
overcharges to save money 
shipping and stop being 
overbilled.

Reconcile freight bills at the 
speed of awesome

See invoice discrepancies in 
seconds

Add any carrier you want, 
anytime

Full integration with 
techTRACK and techOMS

Never be overcharged again

Contact us
for a live demo

+1 866 840 6801 
sales@techdinamics.com 
techdinamics.com

techAUDIT
Stop spending 
hours and even 
days, manually 
reconciling your 
freight invoices

Identify your freight 
invoice discrepancies in 
seconds with techAUDIT.

techAUDIT is your next-

generation carrier auditing 

tool designed to reduce 

accounting time by 50% or 

more. techAUDIT identifies 

invoice discrepancies 

within seconds so that your 

Accounting team can audit 

your carrier bills from hours to 

minutes.  

techAUDIT captures the 

information recorded at the 

time of shipping and compares 

this data against your carrier 

invoices so you can easily spot 

discrepancies between what 

the carriers recorded initially 

and what they ultimately billed.  

Paired with techTRACK and 

techSHIP, techAUDIT finds 

discrepancies in freight 

invoices within seconds. Now 

your accounting department 

can solely focus on reconciling 

those differences.


